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229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.I Dedicate to Love,
a collection of elegantly interwoven sensually provocative poems from the genius of H.L. Nichols.
Seldom do you find a contemporary poet with the wordplay of a language scholar with such
competency in the usage of the urban vernacular, particularly one capable of using them in the
same piece. There is an art like quality to the abstract freestyle approach; the creation of movement
through the meaningful expression of words. It is difficult not to be baited, not to be drawn in and
not to be engaged. It is most difficult to escape the thought that each verse was placed for a
purpose with a depth and meaning all its own. You find yourself digging for the treasure, wanting to
be on the next page. Included in I Dedicate to Love are love poems to be considered the poet s finest
works: She Comes to Me In Dreams, I Paint Pictures, It Was You, We Made Wow and In This Chair. An
ideal Valentine s, wedding and or anniversary gift. There are...
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Reviews
This ebook is amazing. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at time. You may like how the author compose this ebook.
-- Nikko B a shir ia n
This sort of publication is almost everything and taught me to hunting forward and much more. Yes, it is actually play, continue to an amazing and
interesting literature. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the best book we have read through inside my individual life and could be he finest book
for ever.
-- Enr ique Ritchie Sr .
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